
"She thinks you are going to abandon me," said Yves. (...)  

"Abandon you?" (...) You mean - she thinks I'm running away from you?, answered Eric. 

"She does not really mean any harm", Yves said. "She thought that she was speaking 

for my good".  

"She thinks it's good for you to distrust me?"(...)   

"People do not take the relations between boys seriously, you know that. We will never 

know many people who believe we love each other.” 

 
Another Country, by James Baldwin (1962) 

 

Glossary 
Think: pensar (thought: passado) 

Running away: fugir 

Any harm: mal nenhum 

Distrust: não confiar 

Take __ seriously: levar ____  seriamente 

Each other: um ao outro 
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